The increased prevalence of obesity and type 2 diabetes are increasing dramatically in the United States and worldwide, resulting in health organizations and researchers to consider diabetes as an epidemic (1). The increasing rates of obesity and type 2 diabetes have increased the importance of elucidating the molecular basis for obesity, as well as potential therapeutic treatments for this condition.

Brown adipose tissue (BAT) can increase energy expenditure and protect against obesity. BAT is a thermogenic tissue that contains large amounts of mitochondria to dissipate chemical energy as heat (2). Upon stimulation (i.e., cold exposure, feeding), BAT uses stored lipid as its initial substrate. BAT stimulation activates the release of free fatty acids from triglycerides droplets, and BAT uses uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) to uncouple the respiratory chain and results in heat production (3-6). BAT also plays a major role in glucose disposal, and an increase in BAT, either by mass or activation, can improve metabolism (6-8). Glucose that is not immediately utilized accumulates as glycogen (9), and eventually converted to lipids to replace the triglyceride droplets.

The high capacity of BAT for both glucose and lipid oxidation makes this tissue a potential target for decreasing plasma glucose, lipids, and lowering the risks of type 2 diabetes and obesity (10). This has led to recent studies focused on increasing the number of BAT-precursors and BAT-like cells in other tissues, and on increasing the amount of BAT using models such as transplantation. BAT-progenitors have been identified in skeletal muscle and white adipose tissue (WAT) (11,12), indicating that it could be possible to increase the oxidative capacities of these tissues by targeting these progenitor cells. Studies investigating secreted factors such as BMP-7 (12), FGF21 (13,14), BDNF (15), or irisin (16) have indicated that these proteins can control the commitment and differentiation of BAT progenitors and therefore have significant potential as treatments for obesity and metabolic disease. Additional studies have examined the effects of increasing regulators of brown adiopogenesis such as PRDM16 (17,18). PRDM16 is a transcriptional co-regulator that regulates the development of brown adipocytes (17). This study demonstrated that transgenic expression of PRDM16 in WAT resulted in an increase in BAT-like adipocytes in subcutaneous WAT. This increase in BAT-like adipocytes increased energy expenditure, protected against weight gain, and improved glucose tolerance in response to a high-fat diet (18). Thus, the increase in BAT-like adipocytes in WAT improved overall metabolic health.

Recent work using rodent models has examined the therapeutic potential of increasing the amount of BAT to improve glucose homeostasis. Transplantation of embryonic BAT corrected type 1 diabetes (T1D) in streptozotocin-treated (STZ) mice (19). The increase in BAT restored euglycemia and normalized glucose tolerance in recipient mice. The normalization of glucose metabolism was independent of increases in insulin concentration, but correlated to the recovery of WAT in the recipient mice. This was likely a result of the embryonic BAT stimulating the regeneration of the endogenous WAT, resulting in increased circulating adiponectin, leptin, and IGF-1 concentrations. Increases in leptin and adiponectin correlate with restoration of glucose homeostasis (20-22). Studies in our laboratory demonstrated that increasing BAT mass by transplantation in adult male mice on a chow-diet significantly improved glucose homeostasis (8). This transplantation also resulted in a complete reversal of high-fat diet-induced insulin resistance. The increase in BAT amplified insulin-stimulated glucose uptake into endogenous BAT, WAT, and heart, acting in an endocrine manner to improve whole-body glucose metabolism. These increases in glucose metabolism were attributed to increases in circulating IL-6,
as the transplantation of BAT from IL-6 knockout mice (IL-6^{-/-} BAT) did not alter glucose tolerance in recipient mice. Transplantation of IL-6^{-/-} BAT also did not increase circulating FGF21, or result in the same improvements in body weight or % fat mass observed in mice receiving wild-type BAT. These data demonstrate that the increase in BAT-derived circulating IL-6 is linked to an improvement in glucose metabolism, and further supports the idea that BAT is a potential target for treatment of obesity-related disease.

As the rates of obesity and type 2 diabetes reach epidemic levels, the development of new therapies and treatments to combat obesity become increasingly critical. BAT is clearly a unique tissue with the potential to improve whole-body metabolism. Therapies based on activation of BAT, whether it be by increasing BAT-like cells, or increasing BAT mass by transplantation, are avenues with great potential that could be used to improve metabolic health.
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